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*374 I. Introduction
Imagine a patent system that would have allowed monolith IBM to crush a fledgling Apple from its humble beginnings back
in Steve Jobs’s family garage,1 a patent system that would have prevented the iPod, iPhone, and iPad from ever seeing the
light of day. Imagine a patent system that significantly disadvantages the small inventor. This is the scenario small inventors
fear has resulted with the passage of the America Invents Act (AIA).2 This Comment suggests interpretations for new
language appearing in the AIA that, if adopted, will tend to mitigate such a doomsday scenario for the United States small
inventor.
The analysis offered in this Comment is biased towards protecting the small inventor. Why should small inventors enjoy any
unique protection with regard to patents? In terms of lobbying power, small and independent inventors by their very nature
have fewer resources than large companies and large research oriented universities. Thus, without some mitigating
mechanism the small inventor may be at a disadvantage in presenting their needs to their elected legislative representatives.
Yet many of society’s most cherished inventions have originated from small entrepreneurs,3 suggesting that small inventors
should enjoy at least the same level of protection as their larger counterparts with regard to patent law. More importantly,
there are strong positive correlations between small inventors, startups, and significant job growth.4 This implies that strong
protections for the small inventor are vitally necessary for overall net job growth and the overall health *375 of the U.S.
economy.5 That which tends to benefit the small inventors tends to benefit us all.
Fortunately, several mitigating mechanisms do exist which push back towards parity between the small inventors and big
business or the large research universities. These mitigating mechanisms include the venture capital community who fund
small inventors; small inventors themselves who in aggregate may form powerful lobbies; and the patent attorneys who do
work for small inventors. Despite these factors, small inventors fear passage of the AIA favors big business over the interests
of the small inventor.6
On September 16, 2011, President Obama signed the largest overhaul of the U.S. patent system in nearly 60 years,7
commonly known as the Leahy-Smith America Invents Act. The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
asserts that this legislation is the greatest overhaul since the 1836 Patent Act.8 While the changes are many, this Comment
provides much-needed guidance in interpreting new statutory language undefined in the AIA itself, as we await the
development of case law in the years to come.9
The AIA amends Title 35 of the United States Code (35 U.S.C.).10 In this Comment, the 1952 Patent Act (as amended) will
hereinafter be referred to as the “Old” Act and the AIA § 102(a) and (b) will hereinafter be referred to as “New” § 102(a) and
(b). New § 102(a) and (b) contain some new terminology absent from the Old § 102(b), although much other terminology
remains identical in both versions. This Comment focuses on the new statutory language in AIA’s New § 102(a) and (b)
which will be replacing Old § 102(b) of the 1952 Patent Act.11 The new language is: “or otherwise available to the public”
from New § 102(a) and *376 “disclosure” from New § 102(b).12 As noted above, the motivation driving this statutory
interpretation is to ensure small inventors have at least the same protections as under the Old Act.
Part II sets out why interpreting the new statutory language is important to the practice of patent law; Part III presents the
statutory changes; Part IV provides an analysis of the legislative history ending with the author’s suggested interpretations;
and Part V applies the suggested interpretations to existing patent case law. The Comment concludes with a suggested
practice point for small inventors on how to best protect themselves under the AIA in the interim period until new case law
emerges.
II. The Importance of Interpreting AIA’s New Statutory Language in New § 102(a) and (b)
Why focus on the new language in New § 102(a) and (b)? The answer is because of how patent applications are prosecuted,
and because even a granted patent’s validity may be challenged in subsequent litigation.13 In order for an invention to warrant
the grant of a patent, that invention must satisfy four global requirements: usefulness, novelty, non-obviousness, and an
enabling disclosure requirement.14 Procedurally, the grant of a patent involves a comparison process in which a USPTO
examiner compares claims in the application to various categories of prior art,15 looking for a reference that may suggest the
inventor’s claim already *377 exists in the public domain, rendering the claim non-novel (anticipated) or obvious.16 Prior art
has traditionally been categorized into (prior) patents, printed publications, public use, and on sale.17 For example, an
examiner might reject a claim under § 102 (old or new), because the examiner found an older patent claiming the same

subject matter in the application.18 Each of these traditional categories of prior art has existed statutorily at least since the
1952 Patent Act and extensive case law for each category provides applicants, practitioners, and examiners with much
certainty in what is patentable and what is not.19 However, the AIA’s new prior art provision includes the new phrase “or
otherwise available to the public” without defining it.20 As noted above, defining the categories of prior art is critical to both
whether a patent will be granted and whether a challenged patent will remain valid.
How “or otherwise available to the public” will be interpreted matters because inventors need to know what actions will or
will not constitute prior art, which is the most common basis for substantive application rejections.21 Is the phrase a new
category of prior art or merely a modifier placing a limitation upon the existing categories of prior art? If the phrase is a
limiting modifier, does it apply to all the categories of prior art, just on sale, or both public use and on sale? If the new phrase
represents a modifier this would be a significant change with respect to public use and on sale prior art categories as formerly
a determination as to what constitutes prior art generally did not involve an inquiry into whether it was available to the
public.22 Lastly, if the phrase is a modifier, does “available to the public” represent an accessibility standard or an informing
(enabling) use *378 standard?23 Inventors, particularly small inventors, have a legitimate concern over what this phrase will
mean.24
In addition to this prior art ambiguity, there is further ambiguity regarding when the “grace period”25 of New § 102(b) will or
will not be triggered. Prior to the AIA, the grace period and prior art categories were contained within one provision, Old §
102(b). An application would be rejected if there was a single patent, single printed publication, single public use, or even a
single commercial offer for sale occurring more than one year before the application was filed.26 Put another way, after the
one-year grace period expired, the applicant would be statutorily barred from receiving a patent under Old § 102(b), even if
the prior art was created by the inventor. The expiration of the one-year grace period leading to a statutory bar is also known
as the “forfeiture doctrine” under Old § 102(b).27
Under the AIA, the linkage between the prior art categories of New § 102(a) and the grace period in New § 102(b) is through
the term “disclosure.” For certain categories of prior art, such as “patent” and “printed publication,” the term “disclosure”
works fine because presumably a patent or printed publication would be a disclosure under New § 102(b), at least from a
plain textual standpoint. However, for the remaining prior art categories of public use and on sale, do these categories always
constitute a “disclosure?” This is the uncertainty New § 102(b) *379 creates. Both public use and on sale events were
protected categories of prior art under Old § 102(b), in that both enjoyed a one-year grace period. Has the AIA narrowed the
grace period to exclude these traditional categories?28
For example, consider the following two statements, from Representatives (Rep.) Smith of Texas and Lofgren of California
in House debate regarding the AIA. According to Rep. Smith:
[O]ne key issue for clarification is the interplay between actions under [New] section 102(a) and actions under [New] section
102(b). We intend for there to be an identity between 102(a) and 102(b). If an inventor’s action is such that it triggers one of
the bars under [New] 102(a), then it inherently triggers the grace period subsection [New] 102(b).29 But according to Rep.
Lofgren:
[I]t is absolutely essential that the revised grace period extend to everything that is prior art under today’s rules.
Unfortunately, that is not the case in the manager’s amendment [which passed]. The grace period would protect, and this is a
direct quote, “only disclosures.” Well, what would that not protect? Trade secrets. Offers for sale that are not public. . . . This
needs to be addressed, not in a colloquy but in language, and we agreed in the committee when we stripped out language that
didn’t fix this that we would fix the [New] 102(a) and (b) problem in legislation. . . . [W]e know that the language of the bill
needs to reflect the intent. Judges look to the statute first and foremost to determine its meaning, and the legislative history is
not always included.
So the ambiguity that’s in the measure is troublesome. And although we prepared an amendment to delineate it, it has not
been put in order, and, therefore, this remedy cannot be brought forth, and small inventors and even big ones may have a
problem.30
The ambiguity raised by Rep. Lofgren is: will public use and on sale prior art under New § 102(a) constitute “disclosures”
under New § 102(b) so as to trigger the grace period?31 If yes, then there is no problem; but if no, then inventors, particularly
small inventors, would largely lose the needed grace period because if there is New § 102(a) prior art but no grace period,
then the prior art immediately bars issuance of a patent.32 Or would some public use and on sale prior art be considered

“disclosures” under New § 102(b) while others would be excluded? Note, the legislative history surrounding the AIA will be
looked at more closely below.33 In any event, it should be clear that understanding all the prior art *380 categories of New §
102(a) and how “disclosure” works with the new grace period under New § 102(b) are paramount to the practice of patent
law under the AIA.
In response to this uncertainty, the USPTO has two options: (1) ignore the new language until it is inevitably clarified by
judicial review, or (2) issue their own regulations interpreting the new language.34 The first outcome is more likely for three
reasons. First, even apart from the AIA, the USPTO was and continues to be incredibly overworked.35 For example, in 2010
the USPTO received over 500,000 patent applications, had a backlog of 700,000 pending patent applications, and an
application remained pending on average for nearly three years.36 Secondly, before an examiner can begin to use the new
language, the USPTO will need to issue a revised Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP) because the MPEP serves
as the standard operating procedure for USPTO examiners.37 Further, before a revised MPEP is issued, the USPTO will need
to draft new regulations,38 which will then be incorporated into a revised MPEP. Thus, out of this resource constrained
reality,39 it is simply prudent for the USPTO to wait until a patentee brings an infringement suit40 against an alleged infringer
who defends by arguing the patent is invalid upon a preferred interpretation of this new statutory language. Because the new
language in New § 102(a) and (b) is not defined, it will draw patent litigators like moths to a flame, eager to advocate for
interpretations which best serve their warring clients.41 It is precisely because of this uncertainty in an area critically important
to the practice of patent law that this Comment has been written, to suggest guidance in interpreting the language of New §
102(a) and (b).
III. The Statutory Provisions: 35 U.S.C. § 102 Old and New
Section 102 of the patent code (old and new) serves three main functions.42 First, broadly speaking, § 102 establishes the
novelty requirement, that an invention *381 is not patentable unless it is “novel.”43 Second, § 102 provides for various types
or categories of “prior art.”44 Third, § 102 establishes the “grace period.” The relationship between prior art and the grace
period are at the heart of this Comment.
Old § 102(b) read as follows:
A person shall be entitled to a patent unless?
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in
this country, more than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States . . . .45
Note that Old § 102(b) identifies four classes of prior art: patents, printed publications, public use, and on sale. Also note Old
§ 102(b) refers to a one-year period, which is the grace period.46 Old § 102(b) contained both the prior art categories and the
grace period within one provision,47 while the AIA separates prior art from the grace period.48 New § 102(a) contains only
prior art classifications and New § 102(b) contains the grace period provision.
New § 102(a)(1) reads as follows:
(a) NOVELTY; PRIOR ART.--A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -(1) the claimed invention was patented, described in a printed publication, or in public use, on sale, or otherwise available to
the public before the effective filing date of the claimed invention . . . .49
New § 102(a)(1) contains all the prior art categories that were present in Old § 102(b) with the addition of the new phrase,
“or otherwise available to the *382 public.”50 Because all the other prior art categories have been listed in Old § 102(b) since
1952,51 extensive case law is at hand providing much guidance for what these traditional categories of prior art mean.52
Applying these established categories of prior art is, for the most part, merely an exercise in applying settled law.53 This
Comment assumes that passage of the AIA has not changed the established meanings of those categories of prior art, unless
an interpretation of this new phrase requires such a change. “[O]r otherwise available to the public” as an addition to the prior
art provision requires explanation and clarification.
The second new term of interest appears in New § 102(b)(1), which reads as follows:

(b) EXCEPTIONS. -(1) DISCLOSURES MADE 1 YEAR OR LESS BEFORE THE EFFECTIVE FILING DATE OF THE CLAIMED
INVENTION.--A disclosure made 1 year or less before the effective filing date of a claimed invention shall not be prior art to
the claimed invention under subsection (a)(1) if -(A) the disclosure was made by the inventor or joint inventor or by another who obtained the subject matter disclosed directly
or indirectly from the inventor or a joint inventor; or
(B) the subject matter disclosed had, before such disclosure, been publicly disclosed by the inventor or a joint inventor or
another who obtained the subject matter disclosed directly or indirectly from the inventor or a joint inventor.54
New § 102(b)(1) contains a similar one-year grace period provision to Old § 102(b).55 However, unlike Old § 102(b), New §
102(b) contains no prior art categories and is couched as an exception that provides applicants a one-year grace period if
certain conditions are met. If the conditions are not satisfied then a finding of prior art under New § 102(a) constitutes an
immediate bar to securing a patent. The key term in New § 102(b) is “disclosure” because it is this term which provides the
link to prior art under New § 102(a).56 For example, if an applicant were to publish details of the invention in an academic
journal, such publication would constitute prior art under New § 102(a) but would also likely constitute a disclosure under
New § 102(b), giving the applicant the one-year grace period to *383 file a patent application from the date the publication
reaches its first subscriber or purchaser.57 By and large this is how Old § 102(b) worked.58 The problem is with uncertainty as
to what will and will not constitute a New 102(b) “disclosure.”59 This Comment now turns to a review of the legislative
history for guidance in suggesting appropriate interpretations for this new statutory language.
IV. Legislative History and Interpretations for New § 102(a)(1) “Or Otherwise Available to the Public” and §
102(b)(1) “Disclosure”
A. Legislative History
Courts pursue two approaches in construing a statute: analysis of the legislative purposes behind the enacted statute and
analysis of the effects of an enacted statute. As already noted, the New § 102 will not become effective until March 16,
2013.60 Hence at this stage, we are limited to a statutory construction analysis based on legislative purpose, rather than
legislative effect. Further, because the new language of interest is not explicitly defined in the AIA, the legislative purpose
analysis will be grounded in a review of the legislative history.
Before diving into the legislative history to search for guidance, a few words of caution are appropriate. Enacted legislation is
typically the product of much compromise, both between legislators and between constituents and lobbyists.61 The public is
not privy to some of these compromises, which often occur in private and off the record.62 Additionally, the legislative history
that is available to the public, including the judiciary, is subject to legislative manipulation; legislators are aware that the
judiciary reviews legislative histories for guidance, possibly seeking to have specific records entered into the legislative
history (e.g., committee reports or lobbyist endorsements) for the express purpose of influencing the judiciary (and to
document good faith efforts to show their various constituents).63 For example, debates and colloquies can be staged and
scripted for the express purpose of *384 generating legislative history.64 Of course, both the legislature and judiciary are
aware of this gamesmanship. This reality often prompts judges to comment about the futility of engaging in attempts to
unravel a legislature’s true intent for passing a law.65 With these words of caution in place, this Comment now turns to a
review of the legislative history.
1. Legislative History of New § 102(a) “Or Otherwise Available to the Public”
With regard to the New § 102(a)’s “or otherwise available to the public” language, the legislative history is very sparse, with
only three meaningful references to the expression.66 The vast majority of references to this phrase are merely in sections
citing the entire proposed statute, rather than explanatory language. However, one of these three references is actually very
extensive and will be described shortly.67 The Congressional Record surrounding the AIA bills (S. 23 in the Senate, which
preceded H.R. 1249 in the House) does not express any opposing views, which suggests there is in fact a harmonious

legislative purpose to the meaning of “or otherwise available to the public.”68 Additionally, the three meaningful references
are also all found in Senate Congressional Records, with no meaningful references in the House Congressional Records,
suggesting that by the time the bill S. 23 made it to the House as H.R. 1249, Congress in its entirety was in agreement as to
the meaning of “or otherwise available to the public.”
The three Senate Congressional Record discussions are found at 157 Cong. Rec. S1370-71, S1326, and S1208.69 S1370-71 is
by far the most comprehensive, with S1326 and S1208 merely supporting the main ideas put forth in S1370-71. S1370-71
originated with Senator Jon Kyl of Arizona and was a portion of the entire bill’s summary, including the bill’s purpose,
which immediately preceded the passing vote of the bill in the Senate on March 8, 2011. Senator Kyl makes it clear *385 that
“or otherwise available to the public” is not intended as a new category of prior art, but merely a modifier for the existing
categories of prior art, that suggests for a category of prior art to be recognized it must be made available to the public. That
is, New § 102(a)(1) creates a “public availability standard” for prior art.70 In support of this conclusion, Senator Kyl refers to
an earlier Senate Report 110-25971 (from 2008) and then proceeds with how he believes the judiciary would and should
construe “or otherwise available to the public.”
Before looking at Senator Kyl’s statutory construction analysis, what does it mean for prior art to have a “public accessibility
standard” requirement? In Senator Kyl’s view this simply means if the information is not publicly available, it is not prior
art.72 Interestingly, such a rule mimics the rule already existing under MPEP § 2128 for when a document can be deemed
publicly available, that is the document must be publicly accessible to an interested party, such as one ordinarily skilled in the
subject matter.73 But a restriction to qualify as prior art, as a condition precedent, actually vastly departs from patent common
law, at least with respect to public use and on sale.74 Furthermore, such a requirement effectively eliminates the forfeiture
doctrines under the Old Act.75 Several examples should make this clear, all from Senator Kyl.
Senator Kyl claims this modifier to prior art abrogates the rule announced in Egbert v. Lippman, the seminal case on public
use prior art for over a hundred years.76 In Egbert, the U.S. Supreme Court had held that an invisible, non-informing use by
one person was nevertheless a public use that constituted prior art resulting in patent invalidity of some corset springs.77
However, under New § 102(a) such a use of the corset spring by one person would not constitute public accessibility; and
hence, this invisible and non-informing use by one person would *386 not constitute prior art. After 130 years, Justice
Miller’s dissent, noting the logical absurdity that such a limited use could be deemed “public use,” finally received
vindication.78
Senator Kyl pointed out two other cases that likely would have come out differently under New § 102(a)’s public
accessibility requirement. In Beachcombers International, Inc. v. Wildewood Creative Products, Inc., a kaleidoscope was held
to be public use prior art merely because the inventor had demonstrated the device to guests at a dinner party in her own
home.79 In JumpSport, Inc. v. Jumpking, Inc., a trampoline enclosure patent was held invalid because of public use prior art
stemming from neighbors who had used the device in the inventor’s backyard.80 According to Senator Kyl, in both of these
cases there would be no “public use” prior art, because in both situations the inventions were not made available to the
public.81
However, Senator Kyl suggests that the “doctrine of inherency”82 is still alive and well under the AIA because “or otherwise
available to the public” under Senator Kyl’s interpretation imposes a public accessibility requirement as opposed to a public
knowledge requirement (i.e., a public enabling requirement).83 Whether a product sold on the open market is informing or
not,84 the public sale would constitute prior art under the New § 102(a) categories of “on sale” and “public use,” because
under the doctrine of inherency, even the non-informing hidden components of the product were sold and are available to the
public. For example, consider the public sale of laptop computers. The vast majority of the public purchasing laptops have no
idea how the laptop with all its many internal components actually works. Yet under a public accessibility requirement, such
*387 sales and public use of the laptops constitute prior art under New § 102(a), and under the doctrine of inherency this
finding of prior art would apply to the hidden internal components as well.85 By contrast, secret sales and secret offers of sale
would not be deemed prior art under New § 102(a) because they would not be publicly accessible.86 Senator Kyl states:
“There is no reason to fear ‘commercialization’ that merely consists of a secret sale or offer for sale but that does not operate
to disclose the invention to the public.”87
Thus Senator Kyl’s interpretation of New § 102(a)(1) “or otherwise available to the public” as a “public accessibility
standard” condition precedent vastly departs from patent common law with respect to public use and on sale. At the same
time, if adopted, this interpretation will protect the small inventor from his or her own ignorance of the forfeiture doctrines.88

However, the Supreme Court has stated that “[i]n order to abrogate a common-law principle, the statute must ‘speak directly’
to the question addressed by the common law.”89 Does Senator Kyl’s interpretation of “or otherwise available to the public”
speak directly to the case law holdings he is arguing are now abrogated? Although the AIA does not explicitly define “or
otherwise available to the public,”90 the legislative history also does not deviate from Senator Kyl’s interpretation (i.e., no
opposing Senators or Representatives). His analysis appears in the record immediately preceding the Senate vote passing S.
23, and the House never raises the issue. This at least permits imputing Senator Kyl’s intent and analysis to Congress as a
whole, allowing it to be taken as the legislative intent behind “or otherwise available to the public.”
Additionally, two other comments in the legislative history support this overall conclusion. First, Senator Jeff Sessions of
Alabama states: “This provision [referring to ability of third parties to submit relevant prior art] will allow the public to help
the PTO correct its mistakes, and ensure that no patent rights are granted for inventions already available to the public,”
suggesting that prior art must be available to the public.91 Secondly, there is this statement: “Limit ‘prior art’ used to bar a
patent from issuing to only those disclosures made available to the public before the patent was sought and disclosures in
earlier-filed patent applications,” from lobbyist materials entered into the Congressional Record with unanimous *388
consent.92 Both of these sources appeared in the Senate’s Record before Senator Kyl’s detailed analysis, yet both are in
harmony with that analysis, further supporting the contention that Senator Kyl’s analysis should be taken as the
Congressional intent behind “or otherwise available to the public.”
Senator Kyl’s actual statutory construction analysis focused on two key aspects: (1) the phrase “or otherwise” and (2) how
the phrase of interest is set off from the traditional categories of prior art by a comma. First, Senator Kyl states that judicial
construction of phrases “or otherwise” or “or other” when used at the end of a string of clauses is always construed in the
same manner, that the modifier following “or otherwise” or “or other” restricts the meaning of the preceding clauses.93
Secondly, when a comma sets off a modifier like “or otherwise available to the public” from the preceding clauses, the
modifier should be construed to apply to all the preceding clauses in that sentence.94 Both of these points lead to the same
conclusion that “or otherwise available to the public” is a modifier that must restrict all the preceding classes of prior art, i.e.,
the modifier applies to patents, published documents, public use, and on sale.
2. Legislative History of New § 102(b)(1) “Disclosure”
Unlike “or otherwise available to the public,” discussions pertaining to “disclosure” and the new grace period are plentiful in
the legislative history, falling into two camps: (1) the Leahy-Smith camp and (2) the Feinstein-Lofgren camp.95 The
Leahy-Smith camp construes “disclosures” broadly,96 while the Feinstein-Lofgren camp is concerned that “disclosures” may
be construed narrowly, harming small inventors.97 Even before delving into the legislative history on this point, it should be
obvious that the Leahy-Smith camp viewpoint on the debate surrounding the meaning of “disclosure” carries considerable
weight because the AIA is after all named from these two Congressmen.98
The inventor has one year from the first public disclosure to file a patent application on the disclosed subject matter or be
forever barred.99 As noted *389 above,100 an understanding of “disclosure” is paramount because if something is prior art and
also constitutes a disclosure by the inventor, that disclosure triggers the one-year countdown to when the grace period
expires. The question is whether public use and on sale activity always constitutes a “disclosure,” or whether some public use
and some on sale activities constitute disclosures while others do not.
The concern with interpreting “disclosure” only concerns the latter two categories of prior art (public use and on sale), not
patents and published documents, because both of these by their very nature are published in written form and accessible to
the public.101 This Comment then logically infers that patents and printed publications that are accessible to the public, meets
the New § 102(b) “disclosure” function (which is to activate the one-year grace period). This inference flows from the basic
statutory construction principle: terms should be given their “ordinary or natural meaning.”102 Webster’s defines “disclosure”
as “the act or an instance of opening up to view, knowledge, or comprehension” which focuses on the “exposure” aspect of
disclosure.103 Such a common definition certainly supports the interpretation that patents and printed publications satisfy New
§ 102(b) “disclosure” as both are written documents accessible to the public. The more challenging question is whether
“disclosure” encompasses non-written actions such as public use and on sale.
In pursuing an answer to this question, one does gain insight from analyzing how these two groups of legislators view New §
102(b)’s “disclosure.” Comments from the Leahy-Smith camp tend to suggest that “disclosure” would encompass both public
use and on sale, regardless of written documents.104 For example, there is a Legislative Notice included in the Senate’s
Congressional Record that summarizes the intent and purpose of the AIA that was included in the Record immediately prior

to the Senate vote that passed the bill, and this Notice states that *390 the AIA actually preserves and strengthens the current
grace period.105 This is rather strong language, particularly in light of the Feinstein-Lofgren camp characterizing the new
grace period as being narrowly drawn. Similarly, from the supportive group there is a statement from Senator Kyl that the
new grace period is an “enhanced grace period.”106 Statements about the old grace period being at least preserved, if not
strengthened, imply that New 102(b)’s “disclosure” must include public use and on sale because the Old § 102(b) grace
period did cover these categories of prior art. In this same session, Senator Kyl also provided two examples of what would
constitute a “disclosure”: trade shows and academic conferences.107 Further, along these lines there is this statement from
Senator Leahy that “[t]he bill protects against the concerns of many small inventors and universities by including a 1-year
grace period to ensure the inventor’s own publication or disclosure cannot be used against him as prior art but will act as
prior art against another patent application.”108 Thus this group makes it clear that published documents covering an
inventor’s subject matter are disclosures that will trigger the one-year grace period under New § 102(b). From this principle
comes the proposition that the AIA is not a first-to-file system,109 but a “first to publish” system, i.e., the applicant who
publishes first will have absolute priority against all others (at least for one year).110
However, what if “public use” and “on sale” occur without a publication? Are they still “disclosures”? The answer is: it
depends. If the “public use” or “on sale” occurred in a way which was accessible to the public, then the likely answer is yes,
these would constitute a disclosure. This conclusion is drawn from *391 statements made from the supportive camp.111 For
example, when Senator Kyl was discussing trade shows and academic conferences, he also said this: “An inventor who
publishes his invention, or discloses it . . .or otherwise makes it publicly available, has an absolute right to priority if he files
an application within one year of his disclosure.”112 Further, there is the statement from Rep. Smith that the legislative authors
intended there to be identity between the prior art categories of New § 102(a) and the grace period of New § 102(b) linked by
“disclosures.”113 It then appears that “public use” and “on sale” prior art under New § 102(a) certainly may rise to the level of
a New § 102(b) “disclosure” sufficient to activate the one-year grace period if the “public use” or “on sale” events were
available to the public. Conversely, under this interpretation, secret sales (and secret offers for sale) would not be New §
102(b) “disclosures” and thus would not trigger the grace period because by definition secret actions are not accessible to the
public.
Further, if one looks closely at the above quotes from Sen. Leahy and Sen. Kyl, in both situations their choice of words
strongly implies that New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” includes non-written disclosures, which further implies that public use and
on sale can rise to the level of a “disclosure.”114 For example, Senator Leahy had said: “[The] inventor’s own publication or
disclosure cannot be used against him as prior art,” and Senator Kyl had said: “An inventor who publishes his invention, or
discloses it.”115 Here in both quotes the Senators are distinguishing publications from disclosures with the disjunctive “or”
suggesting both publications and non-publication disclosures can be sufficient to trigger the grace period if such a disclosure
was available to the public. This also comports with Webster’s definition of disclosure, which refers to “an act” as being
sufficient to constitute a disclosure.116 Hence, it appears that New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” can include non-written acts such as
public use and on sale.
In sharp contrast, there are strong concerns voiced by the Feinstein-Lofgren camp regarding the mechanics of the new grace
period in relation to “disclosures.”117 For example, Senate Majority Leader Reid of Nevada referred to *392 the new grace
period as “significantly more scaled back” and questioned whether or not it will work, particularly for small and independent
inventors.118 Likewise, Sen. Feinstein of California called the new grace period limited and murky and was concerned that
“disclosure” was left undefined.119 She argued that leaving “disclosure” undefined would inevitably lead to unnecessary
litigation and that the AIA had gutted the previously existing grace period.120 Such a concern is echoed again in the House by
Rep. Lofgren of California when she asks whether this new grace period will protect trade secrets and offers for sale that are
not public.121
The answer is, interestingly, that the new grace period will not protect trade secrets and offers for sale that are not public, but
nevertheless trade secrets and non-public offers for sale are protected under the AIA. This conclusion arises from the
legislative history regarding New § 102(a)’s public accessibility requirement for prior art and the legislative history
surrounding New § 102(b)’s “disclosure,” both examined above.122 Taken together, Congress intended that only public
disclosures would constitute “disclosures” under New § 102(b) that would trigger the protections of the grace period. Thus
trade secrets and non-public offers for sale do not constitute “disclosures” because they are not public and therefore do not
trigger the protections of the grace period. However, because such secret actions are non-public, they also do not constitute
prior art under New § 102(a) and thus could not be used to reject a patent application. Hence, the AIA does protect
non-public communications such as trade secrets and non-public offers for sale in the sense that such non-public
communications will not be used against the inventor as prior *393 art. But an inventor operating in secret would not be

protected against another inventor who chooses to publicly disclose the same invention (who invented the same invention
independently). While the AIA will protect the inventor who operates in secret, that protection is limited, and reflects the
reality that no inventor operates in a vacuum. In reality, an inventor may choose to maintain an invention in secret, but will
always run the risk that another inventor will develop the same invention and file before the first inventor and thus be
rewarded with the patent under a first-to-file system. The AIA simultaneously encourages early public disclosure so as to
create prior art against other inventors.123
B. Interpretations of New § 102(a) “Or Otherwise Available to the Public” and New § 102(b) “Disclosure”
In light of the above analysis, New § 102(a)’s “or otherwise available to the public” is a condition precedent on what
constitutes prior art. If an item or action is not accessible to the public it cannot be prior art. Further, “disclosure” under New
§ 102(b) must be a public disclosure (accessible by the public) that does include non-written public disclosures. Conversely,
non-public communications are not “disclosures” under New § 102(b). The ramifications of these suggested interpretations
are explored below in the next major Part of this Comment.124
Before turning to the ramifications of these suggested interpretations, at least two other approaches could provide some
insight into how “or otherwise available to the public” and “disclosure” might be interpreted. One is existing patent case law
and the other is a review of international patent law.
1. Existing Case Law
A traditional appeal to case law to aid in interpreting the new statutory language is not directly possible because these AIA
provisions will not become effective until March 16, 2013.125 Additionally, because of the current lag in prosecuting patent
applications,126 the first ex parte judicial proceedings challenging USPTO rejections under the AIA will likely not occur for at
least a couple of years after the AIA’s effective date.127 Further, claims of patent invalidity from infringement and declaratory
judgment suits cannot arise until well after the first patents are issued under the AIA.128
However, this does not mean existing case law is of no use. One approach would be to survey existing patent cases searching
for the New § 102 language and to then analyze if those cases suggest any shared meanings for how the new language has
been historically used. Such a strategy would likely work better for *394 New § 102(a)’s “or otherwise available to the
public” compared to New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” because the New § 102(a) phrase is longer and more specific, whereas
“disclosure” is a legal term common to many disciplines. Further, “disclosure” has traditional significance in patent law with
regards to § 112, i.e., the patent application itself is generally referred to as a “disclosure” that historically must satisfy at
least three § 112 disclosure requirements, including: (1) a written description of the invention disclosure, (2) an enabling
disclosure, and (3) a best mode disclosure.129 Thus, unless the AIA intended New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” to parallel the
traditional use in § 112 (as case law has interpreted § 112), then the AIA’s choice of “disclosure” in New § 102(b), a term
with a preexisting meaning in patent law, is inevitably ambiguous and prone to confusion. As noted above, a review of the
AIA legislative history strongly suggests New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” is not limited to the traditional use of the word as
applied in the § 112 context (i.e., only referring to the patent application’s written description).130
Regardless, such a survey of patent common law is beyond the scope of this Comment and, in light of the extensive and
largely uncontested information present in the AIA’s legislative history, likely to be only marginally persuasive. Regardless
of what such case law might hold, it cannot trump clear Congressional intent.131
For example, consider the following statement: “[I]t is part of the consideration for a patent that the public shall as soon as
possible begin to enjoy the disclosure.”132 How is the Second Circuit using disclosure? The court is obviously referring to the
invention, but are they referring to the invention as disclosed in the patent application and/or as disclosed by the physical
invention itself? Either perspective, broad or narrow, could be reasonably argued.133 But, given the AIA’s relatively clear and
uncontested legislative purpose regarding New 102(b)’s “disclosure,” the Congressional intent should control.134
*395 2. Review of International Patent Law
Another approach to interpreting New § 102’s language would be to survey the major Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
nations and ask whether they use the New § 102 language in their national patent systems.135 An international survey is only
suggested because one of the foremost reasons for the AIA was to partially harmonize the U.S. patent system with the rest of

the world in switching from a first-to-invent system to a first-to-file-system.136 If partial harmonization was a major
motivating factor for the AIA legislation, then presumably Congress may have borrowed terms of art from those other
nations, since the AIA has adopted a first-to-file system.137 However, as with the patent common law survey mentioned
above,138 such an international patent law survey is beyond the scope of this Comment and raises prudential concerns that
even if such a survey is conducted the results may not advance this discussion.139 For example, globally, a significant majority
of nations do not even recognize a grace period, so a survey may not be very fruitful.140
V. Application and Ramifications of Suggested Interpretations
In light of the legislative history and the need to protect the small inventor, this Comment argues that New § 102(a)’s phrase
“or otherwise available to the *396 public” is a public accessibility condition precedent on what constitutes prior art.141 The
phrase is a condition which if not satisfied removes the item/event from qualifying as prior art. Additionally, this Comment
concludes “disclosure” under New § 102(b) must be a public disclosure that does include non-written public disclosures,
which conversely means non-public communications are not “disclosures” under New § 102(b).142 With these suggested
interpretations in mind, how does this affect the traditional prior art categories of public use and on sale as taught by our
seminal cases?143
A. Public Use as Prior Art
What is public use? Traditionally, there is a line of public use cases that held that even a single sharing with one person of the
use of an invention constituted public use, thus qualifying as prior art.144 As introduced earlier,145 the seminal case in this area
is Egbert, where the invention was a corset spring, which was sewn into the corset’s lining and then made available to the
inventor’s fiancé and only the fiancé for close to a decade.146 The Court held that such a use constituted a public use and was
therefore prior art.147 Thus, historically, public use was whenever someone other than the inventor (or inventor’s immediate
family) benefited from the invention.148 Further, because this use had extended beyond the then two-year grace period the
inventor was statutorily barred from obtaining a patent.149 Under New § 102(a), this public use aspect of Egbert likely would
have come out *397 differently because the corset spring use was not accessible to the public. Only one person had use of the
spring and not the public at large. Public use under New § 102(a) represents a significant departure from the rule established
by Egbert in that single uses by one person other than the inventor (or the inventor’s immediate family) no longer constitute
public use prior art. If this interpretation is adopted, then in future litigation, such an interpretation represents a significant
triumph for the small inventor because historically it was the small inventor’s ignorance of the strict pre-AIA public use
doctrines that rendered many otherwise viable patents as invalid.150
1. Non-Informing Uses
Egbert raises a further issue. The corset spring was sewn into the corset so that anyone wearing the corset would benefit from
the device, but would not necessarily be aware of the device and certainly would not know how the device works. This type
of invention, a component in a larger product that is not obviously present, is known as non-informing.151 Pre-AIA case law
has followed dicta in Egbert that a distinction between informing and non-informing use is irrelevant as to whether use of the
invention constitutes public use.152 Does this change under New 102(a)’s public accessibility standard? No, because under
New § 102(a) the question is whether the public in general has access to the invention, and not whether the public has access
that is conditioned upon an informing (or enabling) requirement.153 For example, in Egbert, had the inventor made the corset
spring invention available to a corset manufacturer who then mass-produced corsets using the sewn-in springs, then even
though the use of the corset would constitute non-informing use of the springs, such public accessibility of the springs via the
sold corsets would meet New § 102(a)’s public accessibility standard which would then constitute public use prior art under
New § 102(a) as applied to both the corsets and the springs.154 Thus, public accessibility refers to accessing the invention as it
is to be used, including non-informing uses and not to accessing a product coupled with informing knowledge of the
invention as a component in the larger sold product.
*398 Similarly, consider a very small invention embedded deep within the engine of a vehicle sold on the mass market. Such
an invention would constitute prior art as public use (and on sale) prior art under New § 102(a) even though its use is
non-informing.155 The use of the invention would occur whenever such vehicles are driven and would constitute
non-informing use because the driving of the vehicle would not convey knowledge of how the invention functions,
particularly since the invention is located deep within the engine. The more interesting question is whether such

non-informing uses of inventions would constitute a “disclosure” under New § 102(b). If “disclosure” means a public
disclosure in the most general and broad manner, encompassing non-written disclosures,156 would the small invention
embedded deep in the engine of a vehicle sold on the mass market constitute a “disclosure” under New § 102(b) so as to
invoke the protections of the new one-year grace period? This would certainly be public use prior art (and on sale), but would
it be a “disclosure”?
Such a public use (and on sale event) must be interpreted as a “disclosure” under New § 102(b) for three reasons. First, such
a conclusion comports with the Rep. Smith’s view that Congress intended there to be “an identity between [[New §] 102(a)
and [New §] 102(b). If an inventor’s action is such that it triggers one of the bars under [New §] 102(a), then it inherently
triggers the grace period subsection [under New §] 102(b).”157 This assertion of identity between New § 102(a) and (b) for
inventor-created prior art also comports with the statements of Senators Leahy and Kyl when they referred to the new grace
period as preserving and strengthening the old grace period,158 which implies a finding of “disclosure” under New § 102(b)
because such a public use under Old § 102(b) was entitled to the grace period.159 Secondly, under the doctrine of inherency,
the sale and use of the vehicles means that all of the vehicle’s component parts would also be treated as public use and on
sale prior art.160 Thirdly, to hold that the small invention embedded deep within the engine is a not “disclosure” would be a
vast departure from the common law of patents, harming all inventors, not only the small ones, as illustrated by the below
example.161
*399 Imagine Ford Motor Co. begins selling an existing model tomorrow, but with a new invention in the seat cushions. If
those sales and public uses constitute prior art but do not trigger the grace period, then Ford would immediately be barred
from obtaining a patent on the new invention (assuming they began selling the invention imbedded in the existing model
before filing their patent application). Thus, not holding such sales as a “disclosure” under New § 102(b) would tend to keep
new inventions off the market until a patent application is filed or some other disclosure is made, which would tend to harm
the public by delaying their access to otherwise beneficial inventions. In light of Rep. Smith’s identity assertion,162 it is hard
to imagine that Congress could intend such an outcome. It seems much more likely that “disclosure” under New § 102(b)
must include public non-informing uses to avoid such a detrimental outcome to inventors, large or small.
Egbert includes one more fact situation that is relevant to the public use discussion under New § 102(a).163 In addition to the
inventor putting the corset spring into use in a single corset, the inventor also discussed the invention on a single occasion
over dinner with only a couple of people (one being his fiancé who had been using the spring in her corset and the other a
business associate of the inventor).164 This discussion over dinner included demonstrating the corset spring to the guests
(which necessitated cutting the spring out of the corset it had been sewn into for years).165 The Court held such a discussion,
although limited to a single occasion and to a limited number of people, was nonetheless a public use constituting prior art.166
Such a holding changes under New § 102(a)’s public accessibility standard because a single discussion over dinner with a
limited number of people does not rise to the level of making the invention available to the public.167 Because such a
discussion over dinner would not be available to the public, this discussion would then not be prior art under New § 102(a);
therefore, there is no need for grace period protection under New § 102(b). Thus, there is no need to explore whether this
dinner discussion would constitute a “disclosure” under New § 102(b). In addition to Egbert, other cases which have held
there was public use because of very limited use or non-public discussions come out differently under New § 102(a)’s public
accessibility requirement to qualify public use as prior art.168
*400 2. Experimentation Exception
The experimentation exception to public use forms another interesting line of cases in the public use prior art category.169 The
rule from this line of cases is that reasonable experimentation, even if done openly in the public presence, will stay
application of the grace period until the invention is ready for patenting, at which point the countdown to the expiration of the
one-year grace period begins.170 The seminal case in this line is City of Elizabeth v. American Nicholson Pavement Co.171 In
City of Elizabeth, the experimentation went on openly for six years before the public and thus under the pre-AIA public use
rules would have constituted prior art that would have exceeded the grace period, creating a statutory bar. The invention here
was a road surface in the Boston, Massachusetts area which, arguably, required durability testing over several seasons and
heavy use to perfect the invention.172 The Court held such experimentation was reasonable given the nature of this invention,
and thus reasonable experimentation designed to ready an invention for patent application is justified and will stay
application of the grace period.173
Does this experimentation exception to public use continue under New § 102(a) and (b)? The doctrine was judicially
created174 and should be affirmed under the AIA because some inventions require public experimentation that last over a

year.175 Such experimentation when carried out in a manner which makes the invention accessible to the public, as in City of
Elizabeth, technically constitutes prior art under New § 102(a) because such use of the invention by the public meets the
public accessibility standard.176 However, the passage of the AIA had no bearing on the continued need for this exception
because certain inventions will inevitably require extensive, open experimentation before the public to ready the invention for
patenting.177 Thus, this exception should continue under the AIA for policy reasons that transcend the AIA’s passage.
*401 3. Secret Uses
Lastly, under pre-AIA case law the public use doctrine was also applied to certain “secret uses” that technically were not
public use of the invention, but were held as such for policy reasons.178 For example, in Metallizing Engineering Co. v.
Kenyon Bearing & Auto Parts Co. the inventor used a novel inventive process that was initially operated as a trade secret
within his facility.179 Customers would submit worn metal parts that would then be “metalized” by the inventive process and
subsequently returned to the part’s owner.180 Hence the public had access to the products (refurbished parts) but not to the
inventive process that metalized them, so technically there was no public use of the invention itself. After maintaining the
inventive process as a trade secret coupled with commercial sales of the refurbished parts for over a year, a patent application
was filed, a patent issued and was subsequently successfully challenged in an infringement suit.181 The Second Circuit
reasoned the patent was invalid because although the invented process was not available to the public, the products of the
inventive process were available to the public for over a year before the patent application was filed.182 More importantly, the
public accessibility of the products was the necessary link that allowed the court to prevent this inventor from leveraging this
secret use beyond the fixed twenty-year statutory term for patents.183 Holding otherwise would have allowed the inventor to
extend his monopoly beyond the fixed statutory term, not only in violation of the statutory provision but also the
Constitution,184 because he had already benefited commercially from the invention for over a year before filing his patent
application.185 Thus for policy reasons “secret use” coupled with commercialization that extends over a year constituted
public use prior art (and on sale) under Old § 102(b).186
Like the experimental exception to public use, the policy reasons related to patent terms continue to justify holding certain
“secret uses” to be either public use *402 or on sale prior art post-AIA.187 If a “secret use” of an inventive process is coupled
with public availability of the products produced from an inventive process, such behavior would constitute public use under
New § 102(a)’s public accessibility standard of the produced products. Should such use extend past one year, the inventor
would be statutorily barred under New § 102(b) from receiving a patent because public availability of the products constitutes
a non-written public “disclosure” under New § 102(b) that activates the grace period.188
However, the Metallizing court is concerned with a subtle distinction regarding an inventor profiting from a secret use,
between benefits accruing to the inventor for inventions that have entered the public domain and inventors benefiting
privately from their inventions that remain out of the public domain.189 Private benefits exist when an inventor uses the
invention internally within the inventor’s household and/or business without commercial benefit.190 For example, only using
the metalizing process to metalize the inventor’s own keepsakes, before filing a patent application, would be an acceptable
private use of the invention. Theoretically, such an inventor could maintain such a private secret use of the invention for the
inventor’s entire life and still be able to receive a patent on the device.191 It is only with inventions that have entered the
public domain where a risk of exceeding the twenty-year statutory term exists, because the statutory term will never even
begin to run for inventions that remain out of the public domain.192 Interestingly, inventions can only enter the public domain
through public “disclosures” of the type announced in New § 102(a), i.e., patents, patent application publications, other
publications, public use, and on sale transactions.193 Thus, what the Second Circuit was concerned with in Metallizing was an
inventor profiting (in the commercial sense) from his invention beyond the statutory twenty-year term when the invention
had irreversibly entered the public domain.194
However, under New § 102(a), secret use not coupled with public use of the product would not constitute prior art at all,
because New § 102(a)’s public accessibility requirement does not concern itself with secret use but only use that *403 results
in products which are then made available to the public.195 Thus, under New § 102(a), secret use that conveys only a private
benefit to the inventor and is not made available to the public would not rise to the level of prior art and therefore would not
constitute a “disclosure” under New § 102(b).196
Finally, in the secret use subcategory of public use cases there is one last type of fact pattern exemplified in W.L. Gore &
Associates, Inc. v. Garlock, Inc. requiring analysis under New § 102.197 In many respects, Gore is similar to Metallizing as
both involve secret uses of inventive processes that produce products, where only the products and not the inventive
processes are available to the public. Gore’s second holding, relevant here, is best understood in the context of Metallizing.198

Under Metallizing, secret use of an inventive process coupled with commercialization for over a year creates a statutory bar
to the issuance of a patent under public use and on sale.199 But under Gore, perhaps counter-intuitively, that secret activity it is
not a bar or even prior art as to another inventor who (even later in time) independently makes the same process invention.
The reason for this distinction arises out of fundamental patent law policy, which desires early dissemination of the invention
to the public.200 Under Gore, third party secret use of a process used to make products sold on the open market will not be
prior art against a different independent inventor who, even later in time, invents the same process.201 This holding can also be
understood in terms of our basic notion of *404 fairness, i.e., it is plainly not fair to hold that someone else’s secret invention
constitutes prior art against your invention, if there was no way for you to ever learn of that secret invention; further, doing so
would tend to punish you, the inventor who choose to disclose the invention.
Does Gore survive the AIA? The pre-AIA patent law policy of encouraging early public disclosure of inventions certainly
continues after the AIA’s enactment as evidenced by the legislative history and the mechanics of New § 102(b) in how the
provision protects those that disclose their inventions.202 Because this policy favoring prompt disclosure of an invention
continues post-AIA, there is no reason to believe that Gore should change under New § 102(a) and (b). In summary, under
the AIA, the public use prior art category should continue to operate as it has pre-AIA with one exception: that limited
discussions and uses of the inventive product will no longer rise to the level of public use prior art because New § 102(a)
demands public accessibility.203 Other pre-AIA public use doctrines, as found in City of Elizabeth, Metallizing, and Gore,204
should remain valid for continuing policy reasons.205
B. On Sale as Prior Art
The final category of prior art to be analyzed under New § 102(a)’s public accessibility standard and New § 102(b)’s
“disclosure” is that of “on sale” events. Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. is the seminal case regarding “on sale” prior art under
Old § 102(b).206 The case set down two conditions for on sale prior art under Old § 102(b): (1) the invention must have been
the subject of a commercial offer *405 for sale, and (2) the invention must have been ready for patenting.207 Both conditions
contain several nuances.
As to commercial offers for sale, actual sales need not even be consummated for the “on sale” event to constitute prior art
under Old § 102(b).208 (Some subsequent case law appears to be expanding the Court’s minimum requirement for a
commercial offer to also include the remaining elements of a contract: acceptance and consideration.209) “Commercial offers”
must also be distinguished from “experimental offers.”210 An “experimental offer” refers to the “experimental exception” as
discussed above in City of Elizabeth.211 For example, under Old § 102(b), if an offer for sale was primarily made for
experimental reasons to further an invention, such a sale would not constitute on sale prior art.212 An additional implication of
this prong of Pfaff is that a single commercial offer for sale meets this requirement, i.e., one commercial offer is sufficient.213
Historically, this requirement is very broad: whether the offer was private (or secret) or public was irrelevant.214 A single
secret or private commercial offer for sale that never resulted in a sale was sufficient to establish this first requirement for on
sale prior art under Pfaff.215
An invention may be shown to be “ready for patenting,” the second on sale requirement, in one of two ways: an actual
reduction to practice or a constructive *406 reduction to practice.216 Actual reduction to practice results if the inventor makes
a working model of the invention that performs all of the invention’s attributes (i.e., what the invention is claiming).217 An
actual reduction to practice typically occurs when an invention has been reduced to a tangible physical form that operates
largely as the invention was intended to operate.218 Constructive reduction to practice occurs when any combination of
documents (including drawings) satisfies the enabling requirement of § 112 (Old or New).219 The classic example of a
constructive reduction to practice is a filed patent application that is sufficient to satisfy § 112’s enabling requirement.220
Under Pfaff and Old § 102(b) how do commercial offers for sale and reduction to practice relate to each other to establish on
sale prior art? The facts in Pfaff provide a good example of the pre-AIA mechanics.221 Grace period analysis always begins
with dates using the base-line date of when the patent application was filed, which often will be the “effective filing date.”222
For example, in Pfaff the effective filing date was April 19, 1982.223 From this date, one calculates the “critical date” as the
date that exactly predates the effective filing date by one year.224 This one-year period is the grace period and anything
constituting prior art before this critical date constitutes a statutory bar to the issuance of a patent.225 Thus, in Pfaff the critical
date was April 19, 1981.226 With the critical date calculated, checking for on sale prior art activity is then a matter of testing
the two *407 elements (i.e., presence of a commercial offer for sale and a reduction to practice) against this critical date.227

Regarding the on sale prior art first requirement under Pfaff of a commercial offer for sale, in Pfaff the purchaser confirmed a
purchase order on April 8, 1981, which implies that the commercial offer for sale occurred on or before April 8, 1981.228
Thus, so far in this on sale prior art analysis under Old § 102(b), the commercial offer for sale occurred before the critical
date, meaning one of the two on sale prior art requirements was met.229
In order for that commercial offer for sale to constitute prior art, the reduction to practice must have occurred before the
critical date of April 19, 1981. In Pfaff the actual reduction of practice occurred in July 1981, when the products were
produced by a contract manufacturer, which was after the critical date, and thus did not constitute on sale prior art under an
actual reduction to practice analysis.230 However, in Pfaff there were two constructive reductions to practice, one when the
patent application was filed, which obviously by definition is not an issue because the application filing date must be one
year after the critical date. But the other constructive reduction to practice occurred in March 1981 (before the April critical
date) when detailed drawings of the invention were provided to a contract manufacturer.231 The Court held that these detailed
drawings were a constructive reduction to practice because the drawings were sufficient to allow a contract manufacturer to
produce the invention, which satisfies § 112’s enabling requirement. Therefore the commercial offer for sale satisfied the
two-prong test for on sale prior art, rendering Pfaff’s patent invalid.232
How do New § 102(a) and (b) change this, if at all? The concern about on sale prior art under the AIA is twofold. First, how
does New § 102(a)’s “or otherwise available to the public” affect what constitutes on sale prior art? This involves applying
the Pfaff two-prong test under New § 102(a). Secondly, would on sale transactions that satisfy New 102(a)’s public
accessibility requirement meet New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” requirement to activate the grace period? Applying New §
102(a)’s public accessibility standard to on sale prior art then suggests that each element of the Pfaff test must be available to
the public for the offer/sale to constitute on sale prior art. If there has been a reduction to practice, such a reduction will often
satisfy public accessibility as either public use or printed publication prior art categories. For example, actual reduction to
practice would result from manufacturing operations, which then typically would result in end use of the product, which often
will then qualify as public use prior art. Whereas, if *408 there has been a constructive reduction to practice, then by
definition documentation exists, and should such documentation be publicly accessible, then such a constructive reduction to
practice would qualify as a printed publication prior art. Additionally, the commercial offer element must be available to the
public as well to constitute as on sale prior art under New § 102(a). This conclusion, resulting from applying New § 102(a)’s
public accessibility standard to the Pfaff test, is supported by Senator Kyl in the legislative history where he states under the
AIA secret offers for sale would not constitute on sale prior art.233 Moreover, the legislative history on this particular point is
devoid of any opposing viewpoints, suggesting that Senator Kyl’s view should be adopted. This is a departure from Old §
102(b) because a finding of on sale prior art under Old § 102(b) was not conditioned upon if the offer was secret or not,234
whereas under New § 102(a) this distinction is paramount.235
Would such an application of New § 102(a) have changed the outcome in Pfaff? Yes, if the purchase order between Pfaff and
Texas Instruments was found not to be publicly accessible, which seems likely because even publicly traded companies do
not generally make available to the public, as a general rule, the details of individual purchase orders.236 Even under New §
102(a) the production of the invented parts (July 1981) would have constituted public use prior art, but that production began
after the critical date (April 19, 1981) and thus such a public use would not have been a statutory bar here; hence, Pfaff’s
patent likely would have been found valid. So while the outcome in Pfaff would likely be different under New § 102(a), this
departure from Old § 102(b) will rarely be material because by-and-large consummated offers for sale quickly result in the
production of products that will quickly be used by the public. If a patent application can be rejected for on sale prior art,
when an offer was consummated, there is a high likelihood the application could have been rejected because of public use
prior art. For example, in Pfaff the difference in time between the commercial offer for sale (April 8, 1981) and the
production of parts (July 1981) was about four months, which would have mattered under New § 102(a) because the critical
date (April 19, 1981) fell within that four month window.
*409 As to whether on sale prior art under New § 102(a) would be considered a “disclosure” under New § 102(b) to activate
the grace period, recall that public disclosure (in the broadest sense) is not limited to written disclosures.237 For commercial
offers that are accompanied with documentation, the “disclosure” requirement to trigger the grace period will be met.
Because the interpretation suggested is very broad, any sale accompanied by any supporting or memorializing documentation
would suffice to meet New § 102(b)’s disclosure requirement, including purchase orders, packing slips, sale confirmations
(including online communications via email or websites), warranty information, detailed drawings (as in Pfaff), etc.238
The more interesting question stems from offers that are neither consummated nor documented in any written format. First,
the offer must have been accessible to the public because New § 102(a) requires prior art to be accessible by the public.239

That condition must be met first or a discussion of whether or not the grace period has been activated is moot. Assuming the
offer constitutes New § 102(a) on sale prior art, is the offer a “disclosure” under New § 102(b)? Consider an inventor who
has already actually reduced his invention to practice and then holds a live press conference broadcast to the public at large
offering his invention for sale to the public. Assume the live broadcast is not documented in any way and the offer for sale is
not consummated. Would this broadcast be considered a public disclosure sufficient to invoke New § 102(b)’s grace period,
despite a lack of written documentation?
For three reasons such a broadcast must be considered a “disclosure” under New § 102(b). First, the inventor in the common
usage of disclosure did indeed make a public disclosure by his live broadcast.240 Thus, a common sense broad interpretation of
disclosure supports the notion that undocumented public offers for sale are sufficient to trigger the grace period. Second, to
hold otherwise would create an unintended gap in how the patent law treats prior art created by an inventor. That is, the
broadcast meets the requirements for New § 102(a)’s on sale prior art,241 but if the grace period is not triggered then the
inventor must file his patent application on the day of the broadcast or be barred. Thirdly, Rep. Smith’s comments in the
legislative history stating the Congress intended there to be identity between the prior art categories of New § 102(a) and the
grace period of New § 102(b) linked by “disclosures,” such that whenever an inventor creates his own prior art under New §
102(a) this automatically triggers the grace period under *410 New § 102(b), strongly implies this live broadcast must be
considered a “disclosure” under New § 102(b) to activate the grace period.242
Note, because secret offers for sale, on their own, should not constitute on sale prior art under New § 102(a)’s public
accessibility requirement,243 there is no need to discuss whether secret offers for sale should trigger the grace period because
the issue of grace period operation can only arise if there is prior art to trigger it.244
VI. Conclusion
If the USPTO and judges follow the suggested interpretations presented in this Comment, that New § 102(a)’s “or otherwise
available to the public” imposes a public accessibility standard as a condition precedent required to constitute prior art
regardless of type and that New § 102(b)’s “disclosure” broadly covers all public disclosures, including non-written
disclosures, then small inventors will not only be conditionally protected in their secret endeavors,245 but will be encouraged
to publicly disclose their inventions to enjoy the priority protection of the new one-year grace period.246 Further, “public use”
and “on sale” events will be “disclosures” if the events are publicly accessible, which will then activate the new one-year
grace period. Non-public offers for sale (and even secret sales), are not “disclosures” and will not trigger the protections of
the new grace period. But because such secret events are non-public they also will not be prior art under New § 102(a) and
thus the inventor need not fear that a non-public offer for sale or secret sale will prevent granting of a patent, regardless of
how much time passes, assuming the event remains non-public (secret) and no other independent inventor publicly discloses
the invention.
New § 102(a) and (b) will not become effective until March 16, 2013.247 It will be years before the USPTO and courts are
forced to grapple with these issues. The most prudent advice to offer small inventors until the USPTO and courts do issue
decisions in this area is a hedge to protect against decisions conflicting with this Comment’s interpretation. Inventors can best
protect their rights under the AIA by taking a conservative approach, by making obvious published disclosures (e.g., written
disclosures accessible by the public) to trigger the protections of the *411 new grace period, as the legislative history shows
no conflict in this area.248 Further, the best published disclosure to make would be the filing of provisional patent
applications,249 as such a filing would not only activate the one-year grace period protection, but would also not constitute a
“pre-filing disclosure” which could bar patentability in other countries.250 The filing of a provisional application is both prior
art and a disclosure under New § 102, but also preserves the inventor’s ability to pursue foreign patents. If foreign patents are
not important or practical, then a frugally published disclosure could easily be accomplished with a bare bones website where
the inventor puts the world on notice of their invention a year or less before they file their non-provisional patent application
because it is only through public disclosure that the inventor preserves the exclusive rights to seek a patent for one year.
In summary, should the USPTO and courts follow these suggested interpretations, then the doomsday scenario presented in
the introduction will be avoided and small inventors will indeed enjoy unprecedented support under the AIA. For example,
because prior art must now be publicly accessible, small inventors are encouraged to pursue venture capitalist financing and
other collaborative partnerships without fear of creating damaging prior art.251 Such an environment should serve to promote
and foster the inventive efforts of the small inventor, which as noted earlier forms a basis for significant U.S. job growth.252
Additionally, under these interpretations, the small inventor no longer must fear or suffer from their own ignorance in making

inadvertent disclosures, such as discussing their new invention at a dinner party. Yet at the same time, the AIA serves to
promote early disclosure, because while secret negotiations will no longer penalize an inventor, the inventor is still risking an
independent inventor filing or disclosing the same invention first, which in the end promotes prompt disclosure.
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(statement of Rep. Zoe Lofgren) (concerning what the term “disclosure” will not cover); id. at S1113 (daily ed. Mar. 2, 2011)
(statement of Sen. Harry Reid) (supporting an amendment authored by Sen. Feinstein that would have eliminated the first-to-file
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Compare MPEP. Supra note 14, §201.13 ((providing a table listing nations in which the U.S. would recognize a “right of priority”
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Id.
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Id. at 134-35.
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See supra Part IV.B.
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See supra Part IV.B.
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See id. (implying that by definition an invention that remains secret and not accessible to the public, with no public disclosures
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Bonito Boats, Inc. v. Thunder Craft Boats, Inc., 489 U.S. 141, 150-51 (1989); Wilhelm Pudenz, GmbH v. Littlefuse, Inc., 177 F.3d
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IV.B.
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Gore-Tex fabric, remain ubiquitous.
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producing articles for commercial purposes is a public use” will bar patent issuance regardless of the grace period if the non-secret
use of the claimed process was also in use by someone other than the inventor under Old §102(a). Id. at 1549 (emphasis added)
(citing Elec. Storage Battery Co. v. Shimadzu, 307 U.S. 5, 20 (1939)). See also Old Law, supra note 7, §102(a) (“A person shall be
entitled to a patent unless--(a) the invention was known or used by others in this or a foreign country....” (emphasis added)). For
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157 Cong. Rec. S1371 (daily ed. Mar. 8, 2011) (statement of Sen. Jon Kyl) (noting the fundamental patent law policy of
encouraging early public disclosure of inventions continues under the AIA). Sen. Kyl suggests a first-to-file system inherently
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forfeiture doctrines. See id. at S1208 (Mar. 3, 2011) (statement of Sen. Jon Kyl) (suggesting that the inventor who promptly
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See supra Part IV.A.1.
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expansion as they did deny certiorari. Micrel, Inc. v. Linear Tech. Corp., 538 U.S. 1052 (2003). However, in their denial opinion
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Court’s holding in Pfaff. 525 U.S. at 67.
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